Continuous quantitative measurement of the proximal airway dimensions and lung density on four-dimensional dynamic-ventilation CT in smokers
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Purpose: Four-dimensional dynamic-ventilation computed tomography (CT) imaging demonstrates continuous movement of the airways and lungs, which cannot be depicted with conventional CT. We aimed to investigate continuous changes in lung density and airway dimensions and to assess the correlation with spirometric values in smokers.

Materials and methods: This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board, and informed consent was waived. Twenty-one smokers including six patients with COPD underwent four-dimensional dynamic-ventilation CT during free breathing (160 mm in length). The mean lung density (MLD) of the scanned lung and luminal areas (Ai) of fixed points in the trachea and the right proximal bronchi (main bronchus, upper bronchus, bronchus intermedius, and lower bronchus) were continuously measured. Concordance between the time curve of the MLD and that of the airway Ai values was expressed by cross-correlation coefficients. The associations between these quantitative measurements and the forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) values were assessed by Spearman’s rank correlation analysis.

Results: On the time curve for the MLD, the Δ-MLD1.05 values between the peak inspiratory frame to the later third frame (1.05 seconds later) were strongly correlated with the FEV1/FVC (r=0.76, P<0.0001). The cross-correlation coefficients between the airway Ai and MLD values were significantly correlated with the FEV1/FVC (r=-0.56 to -0.66, P<0.01), except for the right upper bronchus. This suggested that the synchrony between the airway and lung movement was lost in patients with severe airflow limitation.

Conclusion: Respiratory changes in the MLD and synchrony between the airway Ai and the MLD measured with dynamic-ventilation CT were correlated with patient’s spirometric values.
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Introduction

A 320-row multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) scanner can continuously scan the thorax under free breathing conditions (maximum 160 mm in length). Using an iterative reconstruction technique, dynamic-ventilation computed tomography (CT) that covers longer respiratory cycles over longer scan times is possible.

There are a few papers that have described the advantages of four-dimensional (4D) dynamic-ventilation CT for observing airway or pulmonary diseases.1-3 However, no published studies have reported quantitative measurements of the lung or airways using dynamic-ventilation CT. This may be due to a lack of software or workstations that
can measure 4D-CT data. Recently, novel research software was developed that can track and measure an airway point throughout the dynamic-ventilation CT scan. Although the scanned lung is limited to a part of the whole lung (≤160 mm in length), the continuous mean lung density (MLD) values of the dynamic CT are also measurable using different software that can separate the airways and lungs.

In patients with pulmonary emphysema or COPD, both the quantitatively measured lung density and the airway luminal area (Ai) are predictors of airflow limitation. Among the various quantitative indices of lung density, the MLD is most associated with lung volume (LV), whereas the percent low attenuation area (LAA%) or 15th percentile mostly reflects pulmonary emphysema. There are multiple studies that have indicated strong correlations between the MLD and LV, which implies that changes in the MLD value would be a good index reflecting respiratory changes in LV. Although there is no published information on continuous measurements of lung density or airway dimensions, it can be predicted that dynamic-ventilation CT during respiration would bring novel perspectives regarding airway and lung movement to better understand the airflow limitation in patients with COPD.

Thus, as a preliminary study using dynamic-ventilation CT, we aimed to investigate continuous changes in the quantitative luminal dimensions of the proximal airways and in lung density and to assess the correlation to spirometric values in smokers with and without COPD.

Materials and methods

This study was also approved by the Institutional Review Board at Ohara General Hospital, and written informed consent from enrolled patients was waived. This retrospective study was arranged as part of the Area-Detector Computed Tomography for the Investigation of Thoracic Diseases (ACTIve) Study, an ongoing multicenter research project in Japan. Based on the agreement with the research committee of the ACTIve Study Group, this study was planned as a preliminary research for investigating the potential of dynamic-ventilation CT using 320-row MDCT scanners.

Subjects

Twenty-one smokers (eleven ex-smokers and ten current smokers; four females and 17 males; mean age 69±8 years) underwent spirometry and a chest CT. They were scanned for preoperative assessment of resectable thoracic neoplasms (n=17) or for an assessment of COPD (n=4). No patients had large thoracic tumors (>3 cm in diameter) with severe invasion of the chest wall or proximal airways. For the patients with the thoracic neoplasms, the dynamic-ventilation CT was performed to investigate tumor invasion or adhesion to the pleura. For the patients with COPD, the dynamic CT was performed to detect possible central airway obstructions, which would cause airflow limitations and can be treated by bronchoscopic interventions. Six patients were diagnosed with COPD according to the criteria of the American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory Society. The patient’s characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

CT scan

All patients were scanned on a 320-row MDCT scanner (Aquilion ONE; Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Tochigi, Japan) for both conventional static and dynamic-ventilatory scans. Using the wide volume mode (nonhelical mode), dynamic scanning was performed at a fixed point without bed movement, resulting in a CT fluoroscopy of 160 mm in length. Scanning field of view (FOV) was selected from two settings based on patient’s body habitus: 320 (medium, n=11) or 400 mm (large, n=10). Other scanning and reconstruction parameters for the dynamic-ventilatory scan were as follows: tube currents =40 mA, tube voltage =120 kVp, rotation time =0.35 seconds; total scanning time =2.8–4.55 seconds (8–13 gantry rotations); imaging FOV =320 mm, collimation =0.5 mm, slice thickness =1 mm (without image interval or overlapping), reconstruction kernel =FC15 (for mediastinum), reconstruction interval =0.35 seconds/frame, and reconstruction method = half reconstruction. Scan data were converted to CT images using an iterative reconstruction method (Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduction using Three Dimensional Processing [AIDR3D], “mild” setting). Before the dynamic-ventilatory scan, patients were trained to repeat deep breathing. Radiologic technologists monitored patient’s respiratory movement and started the scan just before the peak inspiration. Thus, at least one cycle from inspiratory to expiratory phases was included in the scan (Video S1).

A conventional static chest CT was also performed using helical scanning to image the whole thorax. The parameters

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of 21 patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female: male)</td>
<td>4:17</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>79±18</td>
<td>58–84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking index (pack-years)</td>
<td>47±20</td>
<td>20–96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status (ex-smoker: current smoker)</td>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV/FVC</td>
<td>0.72±0.12</td>
<td>0.41–0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; FEV, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity.
Continuous airway and lung measurements on dynamic-ventilation CT

for the conventional chest CT were as follows: tube currents = automatic exposure control, tube voltage = 120 kVp, scanning method = helical scanning, rotation time = 0.35 seconds, beam pitch = 0.828, imaging FOV = 320 mm, collimation = 0.5 mm × 80 row, slice thickness = 1 mm, reconstruction kernel = FC17 (for mediastinum), iterative reconstruction = AIDR3D (“mild” setting).

Image analysis – quantitative airway measurement on dynamic-ventilation CT

All scan data were anonymized and stored in a research computer. Using a commercially available research software (4D Airways Analysis; Toshiba Medical Systems), the continuous image data (320 images/frame × total 8–13 frames, by every 0.35 seconds) were synthesized for the cine-CT series. Detailed information of the software was described in our technical note. In brief, the software automatically created a tree of the centerlines from the trachea to all traceable peripheral bronchi throughout the cine-CT, on which the anatomical information of the measurement point was sustained and reproduced in each frame. Thus, once the operator set a measurement point on the airway centerline in a single frame, the corresponding measurement points in other frames were simultaneously determined (Figure 1; Video S2). In this study, airway Ai was continuously measured at a single point of the following airways: intrathoracic trachea, right main bronchus, right upper bronchus (RUB), bronchus intermedius, and right lower bronchus. In each of these regions, the approximate middle point of the airway was selected by the operator (TY, 14 years of experience in thoracic radiology) and no manual correction was applied for the automatic measurement. Due to the caudal scanning location, the CT data of one patient did not include the trachea or the RUB. All other proximal airways were measurable in all patients.

Figure 1 Example of continuous airway measurement using the software (4D Airways Analysis).

Notes: On this image, a measurement point is set at the bronchus intermedius (red arrow). The corresponding measurement points in all 13 frames are shown at the bottom. A measured luminal area (Ai) of the sixth frame (yellow arrow) is shown in the center square (surrounded by a green line). Continuous measurements of the Ai are shown in the right upper square (red dashed line).

Abbreviation: 4D, four dimensional.
On the time curve of the airway Ai, the inspiratory Ai at the peak inspiratory frame and the expiratory Ai at the peak expiratory frame were recorded. The collapsibility of the airways was calculated as the expiratory/inspiratory ratio of the Ai measurements.

**Image analysis — lung density measurement on dynamic-ventilation CT**

Using different commercially available software (Lung Volume Measurement; Toshiba Medical Systems), the MLD was measured automatically in each frame, and the time curve of the MLD on the dynamic-ventilatory scans was created. On the time curve, the peak inspiratory (minimum) MLD, peak expiratory (maximum) MLD, and the ΔMLD values were obtained (Figure 2). The ΔMLD values were calculated between the peak inspiratory frame and the last third frame (1.05 seconds).

Since the whole lung could not be scanned within the 160-mm-scan length, the LV was not measured in this experiment. The close correlation between changes in the MLD and those of LV was reported in a previous publication.9

**Image analysis — emphysema measurement on conventional chest CT**

On the conventional helical CT scans, an emphysema measurement was performed using the same software as the MLD measurement. The LAA% (≤950 Hounsfield unit) of the whole lung was obtained automatically.

**Spirometry**

All subjects performed spirometry, including forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and forced vital capacity (FVC), according to American Thoracic Society standards.15 The spirometric values from the study participants are shown in Table 1.

**Statistical analysis**

Cross-correlation coefficients (−1≤R≤1) were calculated between the time curves of the MLD and the airway Ai in each of the measured airways. If the two time curves were completely opposite in direction over time, the coefficient approached −1 (Figure 3). Spearman’s rank correlation analysis was used to evaluate the associations between the CT indices and the FEV1/FVC.

A P-value of <0.05 was considered significant. All statistical analyses were performed using JMP 8.0 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

**Results**

**Radiation dose assessment for dynamic-ventilation CT**

For a single gantry rotation of 160 mm (0.35 seconds), the CT dose index volume was 1.28 mGy for the medium scanning FOV or 1.41 mGy for the large FOV. The dose-length product value for a single rotation was 20.4 mGy⋅cm (medium FOV) or 22.5 mGy⋅cm (large FOV). The total estimated radiation exposure for the dynamic-ventilation CT for 2.8–4.55 seconds varied from 2.52 to 4.10 mSv (3.57±0.60 mSv).

**Dynamic MLD and static LAA% measurements**

During dynamic scanning, the MLD changed by a mean value of 61.0 Hounsfield unit. The ΔMLD demonstrated the

![Figure 2 Example of the continuous mean lung density (MLD) measurement.](image1)

**Figure 2** Example of the continuous mean lung density (MLD) measurement. 

**Notes:** The MLD value is plotted in each of 13 frames (0.35 seconds/frame). In this patient, the peak inspiratory MLD is −887.6 HU, and the peak expiratory MLD is −835.9 HU. The ΔMLD value is 28.0 HU, which is calculated between the peak inspiratory frame and the last third frame (1.05 seconds later) as a density change in the early expiratory phase. 

**Abbreviation:** HU, Hounsfield unit.

![Figure 3 Measurement of a cross-correlation coefficient between two time curves from the mean lung density and the airway luminal area.](image2)

**Figure 3** Measurement of a cross-correlation coefficient between two time curves from the mean lung density and the airway luminal area. 

**Notes:** In this patient (a male smoker without COPD, FEV1/FVC =0.81), two time curves of the MLD and the tracheal Ai were in an almost opposite direction, suggesting that the tracheal dilation and the lung inflation occurred simultaneously. The cross-correlation coefficient between two time curves was negatively large (−0.98). 

**Abbreviations:** FEV1/FVC, forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity; Ai, luminal area; MLD, mean lung density.
highest correlation coefficient with the FEV\(_1\)/FVC (\(\rho=0.76, P<0.0001\)) compared to the other MLD values (Table 2). The correlation coefficient between the FEV\(_1\)/FVC and the LAA\% on the conventional chest CT (\(\rho=0.64, P<0.01\)) was smaller than that of the \(\Delta\text{MLD}_{1.05}\) or the expiratory MLD.

**Dynamic airway measurement**

During the dynamic CT, all airways increased in size at inspiration and decreased in size at expiration. The mean expiratory/inspiratory ratios of the measured airways ranged from 0.71 (RUB and right lower bronchus) to 0.78 (trachea). All airway values, including the inspiratory Ai, the expiratory Ai, and the E/I ratios, were not correlated significantly with the FEV\(_1\)/FVC (Table 3).

**Cross-correlation between MLD and airway Ai**

The cross-correlation coefficients between the airway Ai and the MLD were significantly correlated with the FEV\(_1\)/FVC (\(\rho=-0.56\) to \(-0.66, P<0.01\)), except for in the RUB (Table 4; Figure 4). This suggested that the synchrony between the airway and lung movements was lost in patients with severe airflow limitation, except for in the RUB.

**Discussion**

In this study, we first analyzed the dynamic-ventilation CT quantitatively and found that 1) the continuous MLD measurement, particularly the MLD change at the early expiratory phase (within 1.05 seconds), reflected the airflow limitation of the spirometry and that 2) although the simple dimensions or collapsibility of the proximal airways did not correlate with the airflow limitation, the synchrony between the Ai of the proximal airways and the MLD was correlated with patient’s spirometric values. These observations, which can be exclusively observed using a dynamic-ventilation CT, suggest that the disconnection between the lung and airway movements would increase in patients with more severe COPD. Based on the results found in this study, we strongly believe that observation of the continuous, respiratory movements of lung and airways by dynamic-ventilation CT would produce novel insights into the pathophysiology of COPD.

**Table 2** Measurements of lung density and correlations with the FEV\(_1\)/FVC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT-based lung measurement</th>
<th>Density measurement</th>
<th>Correlation to FEV(_1)/FVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-ventilation CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory MLD (HU)</td>
<td>-869±39.9</td>
<td>-949.6 to -812.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory MLD (HU)</td>
<td>-808.7±60.4</td>
<td>-925.4 to -729.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta\text{MLD}_{1.05}) (HU)</td>
<td>40.0±21.3</td>
<td>10.5–87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helical CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAA%</td>
<td>11.0±16.3</td>
<td>0–52.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Airway cross-sectional measurements on dynamic-ventilation CT and correlation to the FEV\(_1\)/FVC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airway</th>
<th>Inspiratory (mm(^2))</th>
<th>Expiratory (mm(^2))</th>
<th>The expiratory/inspiratory ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD (range)</td>
<td>Coefficient ((\rho)) and P-value</td>
<td>Mean ± SD (range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trachea</td>
<td>253.1±91.8 (107.3–454.5)</td>
<td>0.31 NS</td>
<td>197.2±73.0 (44.6–315.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMB</td>
<td>161.6±50.1 (83.6–270.4)</td>
<td>0.15 NS</td>
<td>123.0±38.6 (44.3–201.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUB</td>
<td>56.1±14.6 (27.7–83.4)</td>
<td>0.18 NS</td>
<td>40.2±13.3 (17.3–62.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>91.8±32.3 (34.7–142.7)</td>
<td>0.41 NS</td>
<td>68.6±29.2 (19.5–127.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLB</td>
<td>46.6±20.9 (22.9–110.3)</td>
<td>0.36 NS</td>
<td>33.1±15.6 (11.0–79.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; RMB, right main bronchus; RUB, right upper bronchus; BI, bronchus intermedius; RLB, right lower bronchus; CT, computed tomography; FEV\(_1\), forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; NS, not significant.
Table 4 Cross-correlation coefficients between the dynamic MLD and airway dimensions and correlation to the FEV1/FVC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airway</th>
<th>Cross-correlation coefficient with MLD</th>
<th>Correlation to FEV1/FVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trachea</td>
<td>-0.77±0.25</td>
<td>-0.98 to 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMB</td>
<td>-0.75±0.23</td>
<td>-0.97 to -0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUB</td>
<td>-0.73±0.18</td>
<td>-0.96 to -0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>-0.65±0.33</td>
<td>-0.96 to 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLB</td>
<td>-0.73±0.21</td>
<td>-0.97 to -0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MLD, mean lung density; SD, standard deviation; RMB, right main bronchus; RUB, right upper bronchus; BI, bronchus intermedius; RLB, right lower bronchus; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; NS, not significant.

Among several quantitatively measured CT indices for COPD studies, the MLD is the most classic parameter in addition to the LAA% and the 15th percentile measurements. The outstanding characteristic of the MLD measurement is its sensitivity to the LV change.9–11 Compared to the LAA% or the 15th percentile, which basically reflects the extent of emphysema, the MLD measurement directly correlates to the LV and its change. From early COPD studies that utilized volumetric CT data, the MLD has been known as a good predictor of air trapping or overinflation of the lung, particularly when used as an expiratory/inspiratory ratio of the MLD measures.9,19–21 After utilizing volumetric CT data, it has been verified that there is a strong correlation between the MLD change and that of the LV.9–11 Although we could not measure the MLD or the LV of the whole lung on the dynamic-ventilation CT due to the limited scan length in the z-axis (≤160 mm), a strong correlation between the ΔMLD and the FEV1/FVC was observed. Therefore, we believe that measurement of the continuous MLD values within the scanned lung would reflect the change in LV and further can indicate an airflow limitation. Also, a continuous MLD measurement could be expanded to observe more detailed, abnormal lung movement in patients with COPD. For example, it has been suggested previously by several groups that the respiratory movement of the lung or diaphragm might be heterogeneous in patients with COPD or emphysema, which has been seen on cine-magnetic resonance (MR) scans or xenon-enhanced CT scans.22–29 Although no previous dynamic CT study has directly depicted a heterogeneous lung movement during ventilation, we strongly believe that dynamic-ventilation CT and a continuous MLD measurement could be the best imaging technique to identify heterogeneous respiratory movement between or within the lungs. Presently, we have started to enhance the software for application to the continuous MLD measurements in separated right and left lungs, or in more specific lung regions. Future studies using dynamic-ventilation CT and the MLD measurement may bring more precise insights regarding abnormal respiratory movement in the lung.

This study also revealed that asynchrony between the proximal airway dimensions and the MLD measurements during ventilation was increased in patients with a more severe airflow limitation (except for in the RUB), suggesting that the connection between lung and airway movements is lost in severe patients with COPD. To the best of our knowledge, no previous publication has reported a similar phenomenon with any imaging modality, and thus we believe that this observation is the most unique finding from dynamic-ventilation CT. Although it is very difficult to hypothesize a reason for the observed asynchrony, we speculate that possible explanations are as follows. The first probable reason would be an uneven time curve of the MLD. The respiratory lung movement would be very heterogeneous in patients with COPD. This has been suggested by previous studies that evaluated the respiratory movement of the diaphragm on MR22–26 and the regional lung densities on combined inspiratory–expiratory CT scans.30,31 Iwasawa et al reported that paradoxical movements of the diaphragm, which are observed as a mixed upward and downward diaphragmatic motion during lung ventilation on cine-MR, are frequently observed in patients with emphysema or COPD.22–24 On combined inspiratory–expiratory CT scans, Salito et al found that the heterogeneity of the gas volume change among bronchopulmonary regions was significantly higher in patients with COPD than in healthy subjects.30 Based on these observations and other previous publications describing the heterogeneity of the air...
distribution on MR in patients with COPD,\textsuperscript{32–35} it is logical that respiratory lung movement would be heterogeneous in patients with more severe airflow limitation, which would appear as an uneven time curve of the MLD in this study. In fact, when compared to a smoker without COPD (Figure 3), some severe patients with COPD demonstrated uneven MLD curves during ventilation in this study (Figure 4). This uneven time curve of the MLD itself would result in smaller synchronization with curves of proximal airway dimensions. Another possible explanation for the asynchrony between the airway and lung movements would be the heterogeneous airway movements. Although no previous publication has indicated abnormal movement of the proximal bronchi in COPD, the continuous measurement of the airway Ai in this study revealed strange, paradoxical movements of the proximal airways in severe patients with COPD, which was seen as a decrease in the airway Ai during inspiration or an increase in the Ai during expiration (Figure 4). These paradoxical movements make the time curve of the airway Ai uneven or skewed, resulting in a less synchronized time curve of the airway Ai with that of the MLD. Although it has been reported that an abnormal, excessive collapse of the proximal airways (tracheomalacia or tracheobronchomalacia) is sometimes found in smokers or patients with COPD,\textsuperscript{36,37} it is currently unclear whether the paradoxical movement of the proximal airways, which was found in this study, universally occurs in severe patients with COPD. This finding should be evaluated in a larger study population with the inclusion of additional physiologic parameters, such as the change in the intra-airway pressure.

While asynchrony of time curves between all other proximal airways and the MLD correlated with the airflow limitation, the asynchrony between the Ai of the RUB and the MLD did not show a significant correlation with the FEV\textsubscript{1}/FVC. Although the precise reason for this observation cannot be elucidated, one possible explanation would be a decreased respiratory volume change in the right upper lobe. It has been reported that, compared to the lower lobes, the upper lobes do not change volume during ventilation and that the volume change in the upper lobes does not contribute to lung function.\textsuperscript{38,39} These observations may explain the decreased impact of the asynchrony between the RUB and the MLD on the FEV\textsubscript{1}/FVC values. Further studies are needed to evaluate differences in the contributions to spirometric values among the various airways.

Although this is the first study to demonstrate the results of dynamic-ventilation CT in the evaluation of obstructive lung diseases, we currently believe that this novel technique can be applied to various research or clinical situations for COPD or other obstructive diseases. For example, compared with conventional inspiratory or expiratory CT scanning,\textsuperscript{9–13} dynamic-ventilatory scanning can depict continuous airway movement during ventilation, which may include abnormal airway collapses or occlusions that cannot be shown on static CT scans. In the current study that analyzed a limited number of subjects, we found that some patients demonstrated abnormal (paradoxical) movements of the proximal airways (Figure 4). If some specific proximal airway points are occluded during ventilation and are truly considered as responsible points for proximal-type airflow limitation in COPD, these abnormal proximal airways may be a target for bronchoscopic interventions, such as intrabronchial stenting. Furthermore, although no published information is available, dynamic-ventilation CT could be expanded to other airway diseases, such as bronchial asthma or tracheobronchomalacia, for the identification of the most narrowed points during ventilation or at forced expiration. These future applications are currently just hypothetical; however, we strongly believe that dynamic-ventilation CT could be a new, powerful method in research or in the clinical field of obstructive diseases.

This study has several limitations that should be noted. First, because this study was performed as a preliminary study for investigating the potential of dynamic-ventilation CT, the total number of enrolled subjects was small. Also, many enrolled patients underwent the dynamic ventilatory scan as a preoperative assessment for tumor invasion or adhesion to the pleura. Although no patient with a large mass or a severe invasion to the adjacent structures was included in the study, the presence of thoracic neoplasms may have influenced the movement of the lungs or proximal airways. Thus, the results of this study should be reproduced in a larger study population without thoracic neoplasms. Second, the dynamic-ventilation CT could not scan the whole thorax. Although we believed that it was best to utilize the MLD measurement in place of a LV measurement, true respiratory changes in LV could not be measured. Third, we did not measure more peripheral airways due to a technical limitation in the software. The software is now being improved to observe more peripheral airways with a reference plane that shows the selected airway point on original axial CT images, in order to detect precise bronchial generations. It is acknowledged that the airway dimensions or wall thickening of the more peripheral airways reflect airflow limitation more precisely,\textsuperscript{12–14} therefore, continuous measurement of the peripheral airways should be performed in future studies. Fourth, the degree of inspiration/expiration was not standardized in this study.
Although all subjects were coached to continue deep breathing, the level of expiration was not standardized as forced expiration toward the residual volume level or expiration during tidal breathing as the functional residual capacity level. This may have caused the imperfect correlation between the $\Delta$MLD$_{105}$ and the FEV$_1$/FVC values ($\rho=0.76$). Thus, the level of breathing should be more strictly standardized in the next study. Fifth, both ex- and current smokers were enrolled and analyzed together in this study. However, a recent study has reported that current smoking causes inflammation in the lung parenchyma and has a significant impact on the MLD, which may not be observed in ex-smokers. Although there is no report regarding continuous MLD measurement in groups consisting of ex- and current smokers, continuous MLD measurements using dynamic-ventilation CT should be conducted in future studies, which may bring more morphological or pathological knowledge of smoking-related diseases and differences between past and current smoking. Furthermore, the continuous MLD measurement should be expanded to some other pulmonary diseases that may cause heterogeneity of lung densities, such as bronchial asthma or pulmonary embolism in order to clarify the differences with COPD. Sixth, relatively high radiation exposure for dynamic-ventilation CT may lead to a concern regarding the use of the technique in daily clinical care for airway and pulmonary diseases. While we used the tube current setting of 20 mA in this study, a more reduced tube current, such as 10 mA, may be feasible in future studies, particularly in combination with more powerful iterative reconstruction techniques.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, using dynamic-ventilation CT, continuous respiratory changes in the MLD and the synchrony between the proximal airway dimensions and the MLD measurement were correlated with patient’s spirometric values. This novel technique can be applied to research on COPD and other obstructive pulmonary diseases, with quantitative measurements for continuous movement of the lung and airways.
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Supplementary materials

Video S1 An example of the dynamic-ventilation CT (78-year-old male).
Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.

Video S2 An example for continuous measurement of the bronchus intermedius using the software (4D Airways Analysis; 68-year-old male).